Rap A Tap’s COVID Policies and Procedures
1) All waiting areas are closed. Parents and siblings must wait in their vehicles instead
of inside the studio. Parents of dancers ages 6 & under are encouraged to remain on
site in the parking lot the first week back in case their dancer has any separation or
behavior issues.
All classes will be available for digital streaming on our studio BAND APP. All families will
be emailed a link to our private app they can download on their phone. So you can watch
class from your car, home, or even the grocery store. This is an invite only group that can
not be accessed without invitation and admin approval.
2) Dancers should not enter the studio until it is time for their class. Please do not drop
off dancers early to watch other classes. Students can begin to enter 5 minutes before
their scheduled class time. All classes purposefully have 5 minutes in
between to limit crossover between students.
3) Remember the First Assessment starts at home. If your dancer feels sick, has a fever,
or has recently come in contact with anyone this is COVID Positive
*Don’t come to class* Contact the studio for virtual class options.
4) Upon entering the studio, students will:
 Place their mask properly on their face
 Sanitize their hands at our sanitizing station
 Place all personal items in a designated cubbie
5) Anyone entering the studio must wear a mask: staff, students, and parents!
6) Upon entering the classroom, dancers will be directed to stand on socially
distanced markers placed on the floor. Water bottles will be placed at the edge of
the dance floor
7) There is no eating in the dance studio. Dancers are encouraged to bring their
water bottle and will be given plenty of water breaks. If dancers have multiple
classes in one evening and want to bring a small snack to consume outside of the
studio door or in their vehicle that will be permitted.
8) Young students are not be permitted to walk to their vehicles alone.
Parents of Tiny Tot and Youth age students please be ready to meet your
dancer near the stairs as they are escorted out by their teacher.
9) If parents have any questions with which they need assistance, they are encouraged to
call the studio at (858) 256-0749 or email the studio at summer@rapataparts.com
instead of entering the facility during class time. If you need to enter, please do it in
between classes.
Thank you for your continued support through all of these changes. We
appreciate everyone’s commitment to safety, and we can’t wait to dance with you
soon.

